
from the vision of anthropometric and aesthetic.

Bass Guitar Design
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Problem

Guitar players seldom talk about arm/shoulder/neck problems.
Is it a secret cause the shit HURTS?

11:08 AM · May 17, 2018 · Twi�er for iPhone

Neko Case
@NekoCase (Guitarist, Musician)

A Twi�er brought out a Vocational “Secret”

Guitarists are su�ering from the pain but...
they barely treat the pain as an actual
DISEASE Tenosynovitis

Chris Smither
75 yrs old
 Guitarist

Carpal Tunnel

Andy James
39 yrs old

 Guitarist

Dystonia

Kotaro Oshio
52 yrs old
 Guitarist



Challenge
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Redesign Direction



Development

- In order to  release the wrist muscle, the wrist
   is supposed to move back toward our body.
- This part of development is cut into the perspective
   of making an angle of the guitar neck or fretboard.

- In order to help with stressful shoulder, the pressure of guitar
   should disperse onto the legs.
- Moving the core of gravity to body could help the wrist release as well.
- Chamfering the body and scaling the bridge down to the end of the guitar.



Prototype

Q&A with Keith 
Q:  Would the guitar still sound right if I twist the neck?
A:  Set a �xed value on 2 of fret distance, joint them and
       the rest will follow.

Q:  How can I relase the pressure on wrist?
A:  Moving the tuning head to bridge and using
       basswood will help.

Q:  Would player lose the sight of frets if the neck was twisted
       back towards player?
A:  Body could be slanted in a right angle.

Using 3D So�ware to Correct

KEITH MEDLEY MUSIC

Neck & FretboardScale Exploration

Finishing
Exploration



Final Solution
Neck:
Roasted Maple

Fretboard:
Roasted Birdseye Maple

Top/Back/Body:
Alder

Twist 8° NeckSlanted 9° Body

More
Ergonomic

Feel

Multi-scale Frets

Release
Wrist

and
Arm

Headless System

To Balance Weight
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